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Sew Together Pillow
Finished Pillow Size: 16” x 16”
WRST-with right sides together
Please check our website www.rileyblakedesigns.com for
any revisions before starting this project.
SUPPLY REQUIREMENTS
16” pillow form
½ yard aqua chevron (C340-20 small aqua chevron) pillow
front and back
1/3 yard clean white solid (C100-01 clean white) pillow front
½ yard of 7 different trims from Sew Together
3 large 2” red chevron buttons
optional: light weight pellon or interfacing for white solid
to reinforce where embellishments will be sewn.
FABRIC CUTTING REQUIREMENTS
Cut 1 rectangle 10 ½” x 16 ½” white solid. I used 2 white solid
rectangles for reinforcement. You can also reinforce the
back of the white solid with pellon or interfacing. For pillow
top.
Cut 1 rectangle 6 ½” x 16 ½” aqua chevron (because this is
a directional fabric make sure to check what direction you
want your chevron running.) For pillow bottom.
Cut 2 rectangles 12 ½” x 16 ½” for pillow back
ASSEMBLY REQUIREMENTS
1. Reinforce white solid with pellon or interfacing before
sewing on embellishments and trims. I used two white
solid rectangles. Lay trims onto 10 ½” x 16 ½” rectangle.
Space trims about ¼” to ½” apart.
2. Pin or glue trims in place.
3. Sew each trim with matching thread. This creates the top
trim section.
4. WRST sew the top trim section to the bottom
6 ½” x 16 ½” rectangle. Press.
5. Finish one 16 ½” raw edge on each of the 2 rectangles
12 ½” x 16 ½” for pillow back. Note: Press edge 1” and
then press again. Topstitch.
6. WRST place the pillow front and 2 pillow backs together.
Pin all 4 corners. Over lap the 2 pillow back pieces in the
center. Note: Make sure the finished pillow back edges
are in the middle.
7. Sew with a ½” seam allowance around the outside pillow
‘ edge.
8. Turn right side out through the pillow back opening.
9. Stuff with a 16” pillow form.
10. Decorate a cute bed or couch with your new creation!
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